
OOWH Foster Application Form

Name:

Address:

Phone Number:

Please list the members of your household, with their names and ages:

Please list the animals in your home with their type, genders and ages:

Are your pets spay/neutered?

Are you willing to provide food to the foster cat/dog?

Do you have a completely secured, fenced yard?

Do you have somewhere for the animal to go to get away from stressful situations? Do you have lots
of company or lots of children?

If you rent, what is your landlords name and contact information? Do you have permission?

Please describe anything you feel is important to know about your current pets and family members
so we can place an appropriate foster dog/cat in your home:
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Please describe qualities in the animals that you enjoy the most (ie: small dog, large dog, playful,
puppy, kitten, mature cat, etc):

Are you willing to foster animals that are high-needs?

Are you willing to foster animals that are sick, and need round the clock care?

Rescue dogs are typically stressed out and come from an unstable home; they thrive off of routine and
training with positive reinforcement without use of unnecessary harsh leash corrections, pinning, and
hitting. Do you accept this? What kinds of corrections do you use?

Do you feel you can provide training for animals (namely dogs)?

Would you like help/resources with training?

What would you like help/resources for?
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Are you able to take any foster animals in your care to veterinary appointments, and ensure any
medications they need are given, and proper after-surgery care?

Are you able to provide a background check?

Name and number of two references:
Reference 1:

Reference 2:

If you are approved to foster (pending approval of this application and approval of home check) with
OOWH animal rescue society and by signing this document you acknowledge that the animal you are
given cannot be given away or adopted to another person without an OOWH director’s or
representative’s approval or permission. As a foster you are responsible for filling out the
Adoption/Foster Form and keeping track of the dates De-wormer and Vaccines were given. You are
also responsible for getting a copy (a picture is sufficient) to the rescue before the approved adopter is
given the animal and the Adoption/Foster Form.

Name:

Signature:


